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Welcome back to the Big 0
(We'ah heak! )
tglitAaine Campus
vol. XCIII no. I
Communique
Tuesday, Sept. 6
10 a.m. & 3 p.m. Student Employment
Information Session. Office of Career
Planning and Placement, Wingate
Hall.
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum
"Sandwich Seminar." "Moving
Beyond the Second Stage: Thinking
About Courses and the Disciplines in
Terms of the Scholarship, Values and
Perspectives of Women." Coe
Lounge, Union.
The University of Maine at Orono student newspaper since 18 75 Tuesday, September 6, 1983
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East Annex heads campus improvements
By Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
The University has made many
physical improvements at the Orono
and BCC campuses this summer, the
largest being a complete renovation of
the East Annex exterior.
Installation of new windows, doors
and vinyl siding, and hooking the
building into UMO's steam lines will
enhance the energy efficiency of the 40
year old East Annex, said Superinten-
dent of Grounds and Services, Peter
Dufour.
Dufour said East Annex was built as
"a temporary building after World
War II, and we're now, finally,renova-
ting it. It was either fix it up or tear it
down."
The renovations include enclosed
entry-ways, a concrete wheelchair
ramp, new roofing and interior work.
-r•-•T'rkst
Come to McDonald's, buy a Hi
Mac sandwich, and you'll get
a Big Mac pen FREE!
Big Mac is a 59c value,
yours FREE just for
enjoying the taste of a
delicious Big Mac.
Get yourself a
Big Mac each week for
highlighting important
things like your
roommate's portion of
the phone bill!
Welcome back to
campus, and to
McDonald's!
Offer good through Sept . 30, 193
or while supplies last,
only at this McDonald's Restaurant:
f he renovations have been contracted
out for $130,000 and the steam line
hook-up will cost $23,368.
Another large project underway is
the installation of a wood-chip burner
in the Service Building. The
conversion from oil furnace to
wood-chip burner will cost $81,800 and
should be completed this fall.
At BCC, the steam plant has been
shut down and, at a cost of $65,235,
boilers are being installed in Augusta
and Belfast Halls.
A wheelchair lift into the Maine
Campus offices is being installed for
$20,000, and at Aubert and Murray
Halls modifications of temperature
control systems are underway at costs
of $16,146 and $13,721 respectively,
At the Bureau of Public Administra-
tion building the porches and steps are
under repair, and new siding is being
installed, for $12,750. And for
$25,695, Estabrooke Hall is being
Fe
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758 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Me.
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Not valid in conjunction
With any other offer
One 04 *Al& per Big Mac
C 1983 McDonald s Corporation
East Annex received major repairs this stmfmer (Morris photo)
painted and waterproofed and the repair. -"
north and south entraticPs art under Smaller projects include; replace-
ment ot electrical_ cables between
,z North Stevens and Little--Hall,---costing
•$6,710; installation of air-conditioning_
at Maine Public Broadcasting Net-
work, $4,320; _repair of a sidewalk
between Bangor and Caribou 'Halls at
BCC, $3.523; replacing 14 damaged
doors in Cumberland Hall,$2,911.
Dufour said,' A lot of painting has
been going on all summer, which
should be apparent to anyone walking
around campus." And other cosmetic
changes have been made, perhaps the
most obvious being in and around the
Bears' Den, and replanting of many
flower oec1s.-
Dufour said, "It's been a productive
summer thanks to the good weather.
But it hasn't been unusually busy.
We're busy every summer."
Maine Campus
phone numbers
Editor 5811271  
Business manager- 581-1272
Advertising 581-1273
News 581-1269/70
Managing Editor 581-1267
Sports 581-1268
FREE
BIRTHDAY
STEAK.
That's right, if it's your birthday this
month, we've got a FREE steak dinner
waiting for you at UNION STREET
STATION.
It's our regular USDA Choice TOP
SIRLOIN, tender and delicious. And
served to you complete with bread, salad
bar, and coffee.
You must be 16 or over and come in
after 5p.m. on your birthday. Just present
identification that shows us it's your
birthday and the steak is on the-house.
OFFER GOOD THRU
DECEMBER 31, 1983
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Commuter, resident
parking combined
By Scott Milliken
Staff Writer
The University of Maine at Orono
has adopted new motor vehicle rules
and regulations pertaining to parking
and speed limits on campus.
In the new rules, there will be no
distinction between commuter and
resident students. Students will use red
decals and park in lots with red signs.
A decal for the handicapped is now
available for access to special parking
areas. Unauthorized vehicles parked in
handicapped areas will be ticketed and
towed at the owner's expense.
The rules include free visitor's•
parking for up to seven days, after
which a visitor's decal should be
purchased.
Parking is prohibited in fraternity
driveways because they are designated
fire lanes.
  The parking restrictions, except
those for handicapped areas, will end
at 4 p.m., though all vehicles must be
registered and have a decal if on
campus after 4 p.m.
Parking within 20 feet of a fire
hydrant or within 30 feet of the
ambulance bay or fire station is
prohibited at all times.
The Department of Police and
Safety has authority to impound
vehicles for repeat violations and for
failure to pay outstanding tickets.
Vehicles will be released when the
outstanding tickets are paid. The
registered owner of the vehicle is
responsible for tickets received.
The speed limits, unless otherwise
posted, are 20 mph on campus and 15
mph throughout University Park.
When ready, the rules will be sent
through the campus mail to all students
and campus employees. In the
meantime, the Security Registrar's
office is circulating a notice and
summary of the changes, along with
color-coded maps of the campus,
which, the notice says, "will provide
the information that youshould need
for correct parking on campus."
The Maine Campus is now seeking
applications for these paid positions:
Assistant business manager
Typesetters
Advertising production personnel
Photographers/darkroom personnel
Work study
students welcome
•
28 Mill Street Orono, Maine 866-5515
Welcome back UMO students!
Make us your regular restaurant stop
Open 6:30 a.m.-midnight daily
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Seven Days A Week
Delicious Fresh Food
Hearty HomeMade Soups
Fresh Garden Salads
Deli-style Sandwiches
Creative Dinner Entrees
Fine Wine, Beer and Cocktails
MasterCard and VISA accepted
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MASON HILL -
HOT TUBS
778 State Street (At the corner of Hogan Rd.)
Bangor, Maine 04401 12:00-Midnight
945-5466 7 days a week
For rest, relaxation and enjoyment rent a Solar Heated Hot
Tub in a private room accomodating up to six, complete with
shower and music of your choice.
Start the semester off with a $2.00
savings, with student I.D. One coupon per
group, on Regular Hourly Rentals. Expires
Sept. 16, 1983.
MASON HILL HOT TUBS
emlmoTAKE A STEP FORWARD AT STANDARD SHOESE=Nmik
MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
HEADQUARTERS FOR
PROPERLY FITTED
7 WAYS TO BUY:: jAT4,NeuniAlOZH.ARAcali•cCAtNutlixu vs,P;i$4..S
-STANCARD IC)
L):N.ERS CLUB
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Sallie Mae helps students
repay college loans
By Liz Cash
Staff Writer
If you're like the majority of UMO
students, the loans you've taken out to
cover the rising costs of a college
education are real lifesavers. But come
graduation, your concern may become
how to repay all the loans that have
stacked up over the past few years.
With the help of Sallie Mae, students
who owe more than $5,000 can extend
payments past the maximum 10-year
payment periods to a maximum of 20
years.
Sallie Mae is the Student Loan
Marketing Association, a private
corporation chartered by Congress in
1972 to improve access to student loan
credit. In 1981, Sallie -Mae was
federally authorized to -create a
program to make repayment easier for
students, while at the same time
decreasing the default rate on student
loans.
To achieve this, Sallie Mae pays off
all existing loans a student has taken
out and creates for him one new loan
with the option of--longer payment
periods. By extending the repayment
.period, the borrower can reduce the
amount of monthly payments. —
To qualify for the loan
consolidation, a student must owe at
least $5,000 to more Than one lender
with some combination of National
Direct Student Loans and/or
Guaranteed Student Loans or more
than $7,500 to one lender in the NDSL
or GSL program.
The disadvantages of the Sallie Mae
program include the loss of deferment
and cancellation privileges associated
with the NDSL and GSL, Berube said.
These privileges include the interest-
free deferment while in school other
than the years for which the initial
loans were made.
Sallie Mae offers three options for
repayment. Under Option 1, the
monthly payments remain the same for
the entire term of the loan. Option 2
starts out with low monthly payments
that increase gradually, and offers the
borrower some flexibility in the length
of the payback period. Option 3 is
similar to Option 2 but increases the
amount of payments more rapidly,
shortening the payback period.
Georges Berube, assistant director of
"budget and fiscal services at UMO,
said, ` ,(The advantages for students is
obvious-in--that it lowers the-monthly
load and reduces it even more when the
person's earning capacity is not great.
Also, he only has to worry about one
loan payment each month instead of
multiple payments.
"The 9 percent GSL interest
becomes 7 percent though the NDSL
interest goes from 5 to 7 percent," he
said.
"We do inform all students of the
options program and we encourage the
student to use it if it applies to him and
it benefits him to participate in the
program," Berube said.
Berube said the Sallie Mae program
is outlined at exit interviews in May for
NDSL borrowers.
The Maine Campus welcomes any students
who would like to join its staff on a s-TMunteer
basis at any of the following positions:
eporters Photographers
graphic artists Fiction writers
Poets Production personnel
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For over
half a Century
G.M. Pollack & Sons
has taken part-hi the
happiest moments of your life.
You're almost like
family to us.
a.m.7?ilackirgms
th)v.rato%n Bantn, VISA Maisie! Char ga: Amerwan IL‘prem,
2 Imations an Bangor to '.sr' ,l11.1 Bangor Mall 11 \lain
Diner,. Club Our On Charge plan
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Stop BY
WE HAVE
Top Room Ohl fashionedsoJ_ Fountain
LARGE SCREEN TV
BEER MIXED DRINKS
WINE
FREE POPCORN
Sub Suuwiebes
COMPARE OUR PRICES!
We offer FREE delivery to Campus
Delivery Menu
PAT'S PIZZA Individual
866-2111 or 2112
Plain $2.00
Onion 2.30
Pepperoni 2.50
Mushroom 2.50
Salami 
 2.50
Anchovy 2.50
Bacon 2.50
Canadian Bacon 
 2.50
Hamburg • 
 2.50
Hamburg and ozii,c_xp 2.80
Ham
Pepperoni and Mushroom 3.00
3.00Salami and Mushroom 
Combination 3.00
Double Cheese 2.50
Green Pepper and Onion 2.60
Green Pepper 2.30
Hot Sausage 2.50
Kielbasa Sausage 2.50
Hot Dog 2.50
Black Olive 2.50
If you like Thick Crust Order our
230DOUBLE DOUGH 
Hawaiian 2.80
Everything 5.00
Lasagne - our own recipe 3.00
Free Delivery
5 P.M. to 12 P.M.
, Quantity Discounts
4- 9/Pizzas Deduct 254 each
llf or more Deduct 50( each
Prices subiea to change without notice
Visit our other locations
Yarmouth Rt. 1 & Augusta Capitol St.
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Storage shed damaged after a stolen
UMO pickup crashed into it Sunda
night (Ferazzi photo)
• Police
Blotter
By Steve Bullard
Staff writer
A juvenile allegedly took a
stolen university pick im truck
and drove it across campus
Sunday evening, striking a
moving car and destroying a
storage shed before bogging
down in the mud behind
Somerset Hall.
UMO police said Steve Bost
of 14 Middle St., Orono, was
driving in Orono about 7:30 p.m.
when he saw a young male.
possibly in his early teens.
operating a pickup truck with
university license. plates. Bost
followed the vehicle to a dirt road
near Public Information and
Central Services (PICS) and the
Ornamental Gardens on campus.
Bost told UMO police the
pickup truck stopped, quickly
backed up and struck his car, a
1983 Volkswagon, causing $100
damage. Bost then reported the
incident to the UMOPD.
checked the-Campus and
found three broken windows and
an open overhead door at the
Carpenter 'shop of the Physical
Plant. Missing from the building
was a 1982 GMC pickup truck
normally used by the lock smith.
Police also found one of
— three storage sheds behind the
Motor Pool had beett smashed,
possibly from being hit by a
vehicle. No estimate of the
damage to the shed has yet been
made.
A pilot from the Maine
Warden Service was called in
Monday morning to help search
for the stolen vehicle. The pilot
located the pickup truck about 11
a.m. on a road between Somerset
Hall and the Animal Sciences
Farm. where the truck had
bogged down in the mud.
No estimate of damage to the
truck was available Monday, but
the truck had a broken wind-
shield and the hood and front end
were severerly damaged. Police
said about $1,000 worth of tools
and other materials are missing
from the truck.
Police are investigating the
case.
Welcome back
students,
faculty
and staff
BOUNTY
The First Annual Rear Of The
Year Contest is coming
watch for details coming up
in the Maine Campus 
VAC N
EXHIBITION
AND SALE of
FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
NEW THIS YEAR:
• CLASSIC PHOTOGRAPHS
• POST CARDS
_-__ • EXHIBITION POSTERS
RARE PRINTS
411111k FEATURING: Old Masters,
DATE
Sept. 7-9 (WedJr1)\ir\npressionism, Surrealism,
TIME
9 a.m.-5 p.m.-6-1-"x*-
PLACE
Memorial Union
FFA Room
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher,
PRICES
MOST LARGE PRINTS
$ 3.50 each or 3 for $ 9.00
MOST SMALL PRINTS
$ 2.00 each or 3 for $ 5.00
•••="
19th - 20th Century American,
E. S. Curtis, Norman Rockwell,
Oriental Art and Museum
Posters from the Metropolitan,
Walker, Guggenheim, National
Gallery and more.
OVER 200
DIFFERENT IMAGES
6•
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2358 freshmen expected to enroll this fall
By Steve Bullard
Staff writer
An "average" class of about
2,350 freshmen, 95 percent of whom
graduated from high school in 1983,
are expected to enter the University of
Maine at Orono this fall, university
officials say.
"The total number of freshmen
entering UMO this fall is still a
projection," said William Munsey,
Director of Admissions. But it
appears to be about where it has been
the last few years."
Maine residents are expected to
make up about 1,850 of the freshmen,
and will represent all 16 Maine
counties with the top five being
Penobscot, Cumberland, York, Ken-
nebec and Aroostook. About 500 more
students are expected to come from
out of state. with freshmen already
enrolled from 21 states and eight
toreign countries.
The top five states represefited are
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Jersy, New York and New Hampshire.
foreign students have enrolled from
Canada, England. Greece, Japan
Malaysia, tne Netherlands, Venezuela
and West Germany.
The UMO Office of Admissions said
the most popular majors in which
incoming freshmen have expressed
interest are computer sciences, busi-
ness administration, engineering and
technology- and the health fields
(nursing, medicine, dentistry, veterin-
ary sciences and medical technology).
The admissions office also noted an
increased interest in the Army and Air
Force ROTC programs on campus.
The projected freshmen breakdown
by colleges: arts and sciences,963;
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
Projected freshmen
breakdown
by college
Fall 1983
U
Arts
Sciences
Engineering
Technology
business .236; education,110; engi-
neering and technology,369; forestry,
115; life sciences and agriculture,247;
BCC Life Sciences
Agriculture
Business
and Bangor Community College,310.
The admissions office said there are
155 Maine Scholars enrolled in the
Forestry Education
freshmen class. There are nine
national merit finalists and semi-final-
ists enrolled in the Class of 1987.
SENIORS & GRAD STUDENTS !!
WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS AFTER GRADUATION ?
THINKING ABOUT STARTING A CAREER
INTERVIEWS WITH GOVERNMEKT,A404 BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRIES BEGIN OCTOBER 21
START PLANNING NOW::
GRADUATING STUDENTS FROM EACH COLLEGE SHOULD ATTEND THE REGISTRATION NIGHT FOR THEIR
RESPECTIVE COLLEGE. REGISTRATION PROCEDURES, SUGGESTED WAYS TO PREPARE FOR JOB HUNTING
AND OTHER TOPICS WILL BE DISCUSSED.
11 COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND_SCIENCE....THURSu SEPT. 8 - 101 ENGLISH/MATH (7 PM)
2. COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES MON., SEPT. 12 - 101 ENGLIsH/MA1k- C7 PM)
3, COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.w.WED., SEPT. 14 - 101 ENGLISH/MATH (7 PM)
4. COLLEGES OF LIFE SCIS. & AGRIC. AND FOREST RESOURCES THURS., SEPT. 15 -
100 NUTTING HALL (7 PM)
5, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION MON., SEPT. 19 - 140 LITTLE HALL (7 PM)
IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND YOUR REGISTRATION NIGHT, PLEASE STOP BY THE
OFFICE, WI,NGATE HALL,
CAMPUS VISITS: SEPT. 29
OCT. 3
OCT. 28
NOV. 11
AND PICK UP YOUR REGISTRATION MATERIALS.
THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL ?
- UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT SCHOOL OG LAW
- GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY - MBA PROGRAM
- J. L. KELLOGG - GRAD SCH9OL OF MANAGEMENT
- PACE UNIVERSITY -.MBA GRAD SCHOOL
Others to be announced as scheduled.
CAREER PLANNING AND
(Northwestern Univ.)
A SATISFYING CAREER CHOICE IS A RESULT OF CAREFUL PLANNING AND A THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF
ALL THE OPTIONS.
REGISTER 'WITH US AND LET US HELP..
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World/U.S. News
Reagan assails Soviet
'Korean Massacre'
Washington(AP)—In a nationally
televised speech Monday night,
President Reagan invoked a series of
diplomatic and aviation restrictions
against the Soviet Union and will
demand an explanation of the downing
of a Korean Air Lines jet that killed
269 people. •
The president criticized the Soviets
for not admitting their pilot shot down
the plane, and for saying the plane was
on a spy mission.-He said that while a
U.S. reconnaissance plane -was in the
area, it never entered Soviet airspace,
and was not near the Korean plane.
Reagan played part of a tape of a
conyersation between Soviet ground
controllers and the Soviet pilot. On the
tape the pilot acknowledges orders to
aim and fire missiles at the Korean
plane. The pilot then says, in Russian,
"The target has been destroyed."
Reagan said the U.S. would work
with other countries to "inhibit the
operations" of Aeroflot, the Soviet
airline. Canada has already taken steps
to suspend Aeroflot's fights to land in
Canada for 60 days.
Reagan called the incident the
"Korean Airlines Massacre" and said,
"It must never be forgotten." But he
said this tragedy will not deter the U.S.
efforts at reaching an arms accord with
the Soviets.
UAW President
speaks at union rally
Detroit(AP)—United Auto Workers
union president Owen Bieber said the
nation is ruled by an administration
that has gutted affirmative action. In a
speech to a labor day rally in Detroit,
Bieber also accused the administration
of declaring "war on the backbone of
America."
* News briefs *
Soviet Union
Moscow(AP)—There is conflicting
word from Moscow about the Soviets'
role in the downing of a Korean Air
Lines jet with 269 people aboard. A
Soviet General has acknowledged that
the plane did crash. But a U.S.
congressman in Moscow said an
official from the Soviet Foreign
• • told him "We don't know
to the Korean plane.
iddle
 East
The Detroit rally was one of 150
around the country sponsored by the
AFL-CIO.
Bieber told his audience, "Today we
send another clear message to Ronald
Reagan that we reject his form of
government."
Lebanon(AP)—Two ABC-TV
journalists have been wounded in the
latest round of fighting in Lebanon. A
spokesman for_ the network said _two
Lebanese police said 82 people were
killed and 216 were wounded in two
days of renewed fighting following
Israel's partial troop withdrawal from
Lebanon's central mountains. But
many mountain towns have been cut
off by the fighting and there may be
more casualties.
El Salvador
Mexico City(AP)—U.S. envoy Richard
Stone said the government of El
Salvador is on the road to peace and
democracy. But he said the
government will not accept any future
plan that includes sharing power with
rebels.
Stone spoke to reporters at the
airport in Mexico City as he returned
from a two week trip to Latin America.
7
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Benjamin's BENJAMIN
Offers...
Lunch
11-2 Mon.-Fri. 5 minute service guaranteed or
-spendthrift
Ben picks up the tab.
Dinner
5-10 p.m. 7 days a week-Dining trom
Lounge
4:00-1:00-7 days a week. The area's most popular meeting
spot. ALWAYS ENTERTAINING.
Attitude Readjustment
Be seen, be relaxed with-the finest regulars in Maine-7 days
a week 4:00-8:00.
Entertainment
Maine's finest Bands showcased 7 nights a week starting at
9:30.
Spec!, rink Night
Sun., Mon., Tues. 604 Dr4fts-95a Heineken Drafts. Tues.,
Wed., Thurs. $150 Margarita's .and Sombrero's. Tues. -
Singles nite.
Banquets
Accepting reservations for groups up to 60-Sun. thru
Thursday-call us.
Catering
We'll tailor the evening or afternoon to meet your specific
, needs.
New Expanded Salad Bar
36 items including diet dressings for $4.25 included with all
of our 32 entree's and nightly specials.
Calorie Counter Menu
Break the lunch and dinner menu down into v...ights, fats,
carbohydrates and calories.
Ben's 10K Footrace
Every October 31st-TAC registered course. Run for fun or
race with nationally seeded runners.
GN,
123 Franklin Street, Bangor
942-7492
107. Discount
Students Sun-Thurs
in Dining Room
all year with
student I.D.
,,P4ARN
11011614fTLY
FREE
INAINJC
PARKING
Lcrr
BENJAMIN'S
NATURE WALK
SEPTEMBER
1: Scott Folsom Band
2-3: Carol and the Charmers
4-5: Kennebec Valley Boys
6-7: Blues Over Easy
8-10: Natural Boogie
11-12: One Last Swing
13-14: Dr. Hicklick's Cucumber Band
15-17: Giancola Band
18-19: Searsmont Street Band
20-22: Peter Gallaway Band
23-24: Jim Ferino Band
25-26: Street Three
27-29: Corella
30: Brother Jump
OCTOBER
1-2: Brother Jump
3-4: M.K.Ultra
5-6: Mr. Lucky
7-8: Last Round
9-10: Soundtrac
11-12: New Remains
13-15: Rockaphiles
16-17: Glyder
18-19: Scott Folsom
20-22: Knaggs
23-24: Searsmont Street Band
25-27: Jim Ferino Band
28-29: Sally and the Sophisticates
.30-31: One Last Swing
8S.
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EDWARD MANZ1
We're here
Well, we're all here. due to
good luck or bad, we're in Orono, off to
the university.-Before the acadenii0year. _
_
_ _ _
descends upon us, it seems appropriate to
ask ourselves, "What do I want from my
college expereippe? What purpose, what
goals cid I fiave? What exactly am I doing
here?"
Everyone has his own motives, his own
reason for being here.
You may be here for the degree and
nothing else.
You may be here for "the college life."
You may be here to secure a better way
of life.
You may be here to "learn how to be an
adult."
You may be here make a difference.
You may be here to earn a high
cummulative average.
You may behere for all or none of these
reasons.
Whatever your ambition, you must
realize that these decisions are your own
and the initiative to reach your goals is
self-gernerated. Whether you've been at
•
UMO for two-days or more than your
share of years, you should realize that as
of now,you are on your own-.7You_make
your own decisions and your own
mistakes.
This we, reali7P CenVakfrr • 14.. 117W
and general ideas that guide our lives but
which we refuse to acknowledge in
December. This is the time when the
options are most open; when the
possibilities seem boundless. Take
advantage of these moments, for the
options will be gone too soon.
The choices are the one great thing the
university gives us—the chance to decide,
in a new enviroment where one is not
bound by pre-formed opinion, what we
most hope to be.
You are all bound to make some
choice—about your university career and
the future it will lead you toward, the
object of the game is to make your years
count, for yourself.
(torsi
School's out
How many of you in UMO land are
psyched that school started again? All
of you, right? Well, any of you who
think today should still be summer
vacation, I'm with you all the way.
After all, how can one want to
believe today is the first day of classes
when one looks about and observes
this circus we call UMO.
Think about it. There are freshmen
exploring the mall with maps asking
where Little Hall is. The Granolas and
their dogs are playing frisbee. A few
dorm jocks are throwing a football.
Somebody's preaching Jesus on the
library steps. The off-campus crowd is
sucking down beers under the elms.
Communters are fighting for parking
spaces.
Let's face it. The first
IL A, - ueb. 416, 6,11. • -•• Oft, IP e‘-,W
are telling us to party hardy
as we did in July, but the
calendar says it's time to get
_ nurbrains going again.
It's hot and you've been waiting in
the add/drop line for 35 minutes. The
computer signed you up for a course
you've already taken. Some dude
blows lunch on the Memorial Union
steps. The Financial Aid Office
misplaces your work-study award.
Let's face it. The first week is a
bitch. Our hearts are telling us to party
hardy as we did in July, but the
calendar says it's time to get our brains
going again. It's a classic head game
that can create great anxiety.
However, there are remedies. If you
live in a dorm, get up early before
everybody else, scream obscenities in
the hall at the top of your lungs, then,
run into the bathroom, take a cold
shower, and guzzle a warm Old
Milwaukee. If you're an out-of-state
student, don't scream obscenities
because people will notice your accent.
Just write nasty things in purple
crayon on your RA's door like "all
RA's are spineless jellyfishes."
If you live off-campus, don't show
dp tot classes. Faculty and
administrators won't miss you
anyhow. They're just as disgusted with
the "newness" as we are, and besides,
who needs this crap anyway?
If you're a Granola, go collect nuts.
It will keep your mind off the
knowledge that your dog has mange.
One too many trips into the bushes can
really do Fido in. It's the same with
classes.
If you live in a fraternity, you don't
need school anyway. Just tip a lot of
Bud pounders and extend the vacation
another week. Nobody said you have
to study to pass, thank God.
Finally, if you fit into none of the
above categories, don't worry. I made
the whole thing up anyway. Just hang
loose. Remember, the faster you fall
behind, the more time you have to
catch up. Oh ya, one more thing, use
the Maine Campus for more than
lining bird cages. It's better for wiping
up beer.
Edward Manzi is a senior journalism
major living in Orono, Maine.
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Response
An open letter
Caution; Unlike almost all other ask, "How was your summer?" Your
literature, functions, activities this _second question wasn't, "Hey, have
week on campus, this letter is not
directed towards freshmen! This letter
is for those people who know where
Nutting Hall is; those who know that
the Alf(?)-Sports Pass isn't really such
a good idea because they're never
gonna go to 65 athletic events; those
people not carrying around Student
Handbooks and asking a lot of
qu_estions.
1 had my chance to welcome all the
freshmen to our fine institution on
Sunday at the Opening Address. It is
now my pleasure to welcome everyone
else. An extended welcome to you if
you have never even seen a Student
Handbook!
I told all the freshmen, and those
few parents who dared the event, that
this was a golden opportunity for
them, a chance for them to feel their
wings_and fly_themselves, you know, ahead—play freshman for --a--- day.that sort of stuff. I basically told them Check out all the things there are to doto go for it. Bat you "mature here. You might even consider going
students," well, you've heard it all down to the Student Affairs Office andbefore. But ac Icif in Mu "p_innir I tus _ _ 7_
' *Indent Handbook.down .at all "the MtIdeli( organitattont t7Thaa inernald Hall, by the way.)
with tables set up in front of the Union, To the freshmen, I said that this isas I cruise through the monthly
a great opportunity for you to grow
and become "mature." To you older
students: this is one of the , last
opportunities you'll have in your life to
be young.
Yeah. I guess the message is the
same—go for. it!
Have a good one, and welcome
back from all of us at your local
Student Government Office.
calendar produced by S.E.A., as
recall that the bookstore this semester
has some 2,500 different textbooks for
our pleasure and enlightenment, I
wonder if my advice to the "mature
student" should really be any different
than that I gave to the freshmen. Hey!
There's a lot to do here, and you
"mature students" should know that.
Ah, but how easily we forget and
neglect the resources around us. One
will get ya five: I'll bet that one of the
first things you did when you rolled
into ki-vin was call up a good friend and
you heard about that new program
offered by the Outdoor Recreation
Office?" No! Of course it wasn't! You
probably asked, "Hey, what's going
on tonight?" And you people are
supposed to be the ones who know that
Barstan's isn't all it's cracked up to be!
So what about that new Outdoor Rec
program? Have you seen the Arts
Alive program offered by S.E.A. this
semester? Did you know that you can
take flying lessons here for cheaper
than probably anywhere in Maine?
Hey. I'm not telling you to be "Mr.
or Ms. Active on Campus" instead of
going down to Barstan s. That's kind
of worthless; you'll go anyway. But
don't just sit around and let all these
ereat resources pass you by with the
line, "I've heard it all before." Go
Craig Freshley
Student Government President
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when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special. circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel.
9
Commentary
Back-breaking raking in Cherryfield, Maine
After hearing of our plans for the month ofAugust, most people said we were crazy,foolish or just plain dumb. But it only
took a few hours of back-breaking blueberry
raking for Chris and I to wee that yes, we might
be crazy and foolish and yes, there's a good
chance we lapsed into dumbness but what we
really are are masochists. "You gotta love pain to
do this," we would later bark at each other.
It was on July 31 that we loaded up the 1971
Volkswagen and header' 6() miles down the road to
Cherryfield, Maine, a town which advertises itself
as the 'Blueberry Capitol of the World."
In Cherryfield we met Nancy and Waite.
Merritt, the leaseholders for Cherryfield Foods
that we would be working for. We followed them
into the barrens and were treated to about an
eight-mile ride through the rockiest roads we've
ever seen. Finally, Nancy stopped in front of us
and got out of the car.
"Where do you boys want to set up your
tents?" she asked. "I have three campsites. You
can either camp where we have a new outhouse, an
old outhouse or no outhouse at all," she said with
a straight face.
"We'll take the new outhouse," I said without
hesitation.
While the sun set, we hurriedly set up our new
J.C. Penney tents near the lake, a lake which
provided a beautiful scene and later provided
therapeutic wonders for our aching muscles.
We built a fire and started wondering about the
unknown. Here we were, two city boys in their
mid-twenties, out of shape for agricultural work,
about to embark on this blueberry raking
adventure.
The first person we met in the barrens came by
our campfire that night. He made absolutely no
sense. He worried us. "Is everyone out here like
that?" we asked. The next day we found out he
had an excuse; he. had been doing acid the night
betore.
The crew gathered together at about 7 a.m. for
the "orientation." Walter gave a speech about the
(linen or so rules and regulations. We had only
broken two of them the night before so we felt
pretty good. We broke up and began work,
bending over and sweeping our rakes through
grass, thorn bushes and blueberry bushes.
"This isn't so bad," we said after only about
half an hour of work. But by noon we were beat,
and it became a familiar feeling. From then on...it
.
•was a matter of endurance of both the body arid
the mind. The body had to have the strength and
the mind had to fool the body that it was worth it.
Several times we decided it wasn't worth it but we
usually kept on raking,"chasing the almighty
berry" as Chris called it.
On the weekends we would drive back to
Bangor to get resupplied and to rejuvenate
ourselves. When we returned, friends would ask
us questions about raking. Is it worth it? Can you
make any money? Is it as hard as they say? "Well,
we'd say, "if the berries are-good and they let you
work, you can make something."
We had raked for a week and a half through
sparse berries, just barely making three dollars an
hour sometimes. Then, just when we had hit our
first $50 day, Cherryfield Foods started laying us
off every other day because it had made a deal
with some other grower and had too many berries
in the factory.
We were getting jerked around but it seemed as
though we were powerless. Some talked of strike,
but that seemed like a joke. Cherryfield Foods
would just hire some more unskilled labor from
the street.
No, there was no solution to our working
conditions but to "bend over and take it as it
comes," as Chris said.
On one weekend trip into Bangor, one woman
asked me, "Aren't there a lot of lowlifes out a
Joe Ledo
there?" "No," I answered, "there are some
interesting people there." There was, for instance,
my friend Russell, who we called "The Raking
Machine" because he could usually rake from 40-
60 boxes of blueberries a day, bringing in over
$100 a day most of the time.
And there were Elmo and Alvin, down all the
way from Fort Kent. They were in their fifties and
although I could rake as well as Elmo, Alvin could
outrake me any day. We spent hours talking about
out there talks blueberries.
And there were a couple of families near us,
with a lot of young children who loved to visit. If
they came over and you tried to brush them off,
they had incredible skill at aggravating adults. If
you paid some attention to them, they were a lot
of fun.
And, finally, there were the Flahertys, both
nearing 70, who could be found working in the
barrens nearly every day. And he with a bad back.
No, the only lowlifes I met were the people that
stole our sleeping bags. But we miraculously got
them back and the last I heard those guys were still
running from the state police.
Last weekend we finally finished up. Other
crews are still raking but our leaseholder is almost
done, and it was time to return. to school. Alvin
invitrne in. tOr a farewell glass of wine and
asked me if I was coining back next year. "No," I
said, "I hope to have a real job next year such as a
dishwasher or a janitor."
They laughed and swore I'd be back next year.
It then occurred to me that I really couldn't swear
that I wouldn't be back. I had to admit that I liked
the fresh air and the people and I survived the
hard work. And it's possible I could have just a
touch of masochism in me.
Joe Ledo is a senior journalism major living in
Bangor, Maine.
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Circuit
March to your own drummer
1 hear people complain about music on the radio
so much that I've decided to air out some of my
own gripes about the popular music scene.
Everyone has his own opinion about music.
Whether it be on the radio or on your stereo,
music has great impact on society.
Everyone has his or her own tastes in music. As
I write this, James Brown is screaming in my ears
about how good he feels. There are people who, if
they heard this type of music, would be rather put
B Side
Brad Hughes
off. They, of course, would ask the fatal question
uttered by most who don't take the time to
listen: "How-can you listen to that?" I don't find
too many people who are true individuals in terms
of theirmusic-UsTe. ikroir-p'FiipTe tend to-follow
the norm: if you don't follow the crowd, you really-
aren't_with it. That really irritates me, especially -
when it comes to music.
That same critical attitude is carried over to
radio. Every teen owns a radio or at least has
--41104.0Nowad.r 'Yound your
"Third World briefcase - 'or become totally
isolated within your walkman. Radio presents the
music of the day or, at least in some cases, the
music of yesterday that remains popular. The
Grateful Dead • has that rap beaten though,
because I haven't heard them on the radio in a
long time. Still, quite a few students on this
campus keep this ancient band alive through
bootleg concert tapes and an incredible
enthusiasm that makes me wonder if most of them
are living in a time warp.
What radio has done is that it has taken popular
music and split it up into specific catagories. Lee
Abrams did the most damage, depending on how
you look at it, to FM radio by creating tho
"superstars" format. WBLM in Lewiston is a
pertect example—playing the Stones, Who and
Boston, along with a lot of bands of the same
genre. to death. Abrams also encorporates the
whole REO/Styx/Journey group of "faceless"
bands (Can you name the members of these
bands?) into the format. Somewhow, there isn't
much creativity and originality going on there, but
there are people like this and hundreds of these
stations with the same formats all over the
country. Back in the early years of rock music,
d:sc jockeys were making the hits and putting the
bands into vogue. From the British Invasion
groups to the Motown sound, new talent was
being make on the radio, at least on the AM side
of the .dial. It wasn't until the early 1970s when
FM-carne into popularity that file 'underground"
bands, such as Cream, the Jimi Hendrix
• Experience, _Traffic_ and Canned- Heat -were,
released, from cult status and into the main
stream.
These "underground" bands are now placed
only where 1.-1" be found. r-tt--
radio offers The most diverse programming
around. Every possible style of music is used;
nothing is thrown out. It's sort of like hunting
deer in the old days—everything possible was put
to use. When people think of college stations,
they usually associate them to be the New Wave
music of the '80s, whatever that may be. To many
people, that could mean punk. Just as a point of
information, punk is an attitude. The dress, music
and everything else associated with punk is just a
sideline. Bands such as Duran Duran, A Flock of
Communique
Wednesday, Sept. 7
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Art Print Sale. FFA Room, Union.
10 a.m. & 3 p.m. - Student Employment
InformationSession. Office of Career Planning and
Placement, Wingate Hall.
3:15 p.m. Personal Development Seminar. Maureen
Halmo and Bill Lucy: "Making the Change from Home to
College." Bangor Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m. Bible Study. Sponsored by MCA. South Bangor
Lounge, Union.
6:30 p.m. Jewish High Holy Day Services for Rosh
Hashanah. Temple Israel, Old Town. For transportation,
contact UMO Hillel directors Lianne Harris, 866-2456 or
Avis Smith, 581-374.6.
6:30 p.m. Tryouts for Maine Masque Theatre's Mary
Stuart. Green Room, Union.
Thursday, Sept. 8
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Art Print Sale. FFA Room, Union.
9 a.m. University Supervisors' Advisory Council Meeting.
North Lown Room, Union.
9 a.m. Jewish High Holy Day Services for Rosh
Hashanah. Temple Israel, Old Town. For transportation,
-contact UMO Hillel directors Lianne Harris, 866-2456 or
Avis Smith, 581-3746.
10 a.m. & 3 p.m. Student Employment Information
Session. Office of Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall.
12:10p.m. Noon Prayer. Sponsored by MCA. Drummond
Chapel, Union.
4 p.m. Planetarium. "This is thc UMO Planetarium." 137
Bennett Hall.
7 p.m. Peer Sexuality Program Informational Meeting.
North Lown Room, Union.
7 p.m. Placement Registration Night. For seniors and
graduate students in the College of Engineering and
Science. 101 E/M
Friday, Sept. 9
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Art Print Sale. FFA Room, Union.
9 a.m. Jewish High Holy Day Services for Rosh
Hashanah. Temple Israel, Old Town. For transportation,
contact UMO Hillel directors Lianne Harris, 866-2456 or
Avis Smith, 581-3746.
10 a.m. & 3 p.m. Student Employment Information
Session. Office of Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall.
Plain Campus
Seagulls (or as I think of them, A Bunch of
Birdcrap) and others of the same style got their
start on college radio. College radio has been a
breaking ground for a lot of bands over the past 10
years. Someone wiser than I once told me the
story of an up-and-coming band from around the
Boston area. Before any commercial station
. picked them up, their album was played to death
by a college radio station in Orono, Maine.
•WMEB had the privilege of being one of the first
stations to play the album. It took off like a bullet.
Within a year it went platinum and the band
reached stardom. That band was Boston. And
where is it now? (I'm just asking.) But the point is
that college stations are great stepping stones.
New Wave (or New Music, as it is being called
these days) has become a strong force in today's
popular music. The Talking Heabds, U2,
Psychadelic Furs and Devo are accepted bands
with -great popularity, and that is the basis of
programming for most college stations. They
don't ignore the other forms of music, either.
Jazz; folk, classical and especially reggae have
increasing_ popularity with college audiences.-
UMO's college station, WMEB-FM has earned
respect in college radio and is considered one of
- the Top 50 college stations in the country.
What people don't seem to realize is that
everyone has an opinion and is entitled to it. It's
all a matter of personal taste; everyone is
Atte— - '
about—an opinionated look at the popular music
scene but at the same time, keeping an open mind
about what is going on. I'll be keeping an ear out
to hear what you think of the music of today. I
mean, everyone is entitled to an opinion.
. Brad Hughes is a junior broadcasting major
from Berlin. Mass.
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nr --Opg camp, I trier Rose4* ILO
(left) waits for men's tri-captain Steve Ridley. (Morris photo)
Sports
Commentary Paul Cook
The Bear Facts
about TV
Being chosen by CBS-TV to
appear on its regional telecast
Sept.17, at the University of
Rhode Island is an honor offering
potential benefits to the UMO
football program as well as the
other sports on campus.
Aside from the $180,000 UMO
is expected to receive for its
appearance on the local CBS
affiliate,WABI-TV in Bangor,
other possibilities for long-term
gains- exist.
One bonus a television ap-
pearance affords this campus is
exposure--exposure to every
viewer who watches that game--
even for a minute. This can only
help.
Since UMO graced the screen
only a couple of months ago.
when ESPN televised the College
World Series and the UMO
baseball team, another T.V.
appearance can only reinforce
the name UMO to any potential
athletic recruit.
When it comes to convincing
athletes to attend a university, a
school with a nationally recog-
nized sports program speaks for
itself. No doubt many future
college athletes will be watching
that game. A strong UMO
performance should produce
measurable positive feedback for
UMO athletics.
CBS has agreed to televise two
Yankee Conference teams this
season and although this game
fulfills that agreement, a strong
showing by Maine would keep
the door open should CBS look to
the conference for future games.
Success can breed opportunity
and a Maine triumph on regional
T.V. could lead to better things.
Then, of course, we have the
ttal-Abt moritilV- At UCLA,
$180,000 dropped into the------
athletic budget might not be
noticed. But at Maine, that sum
constitutes a good percentage of
the total working budget for
athletics. To the coaches at
UMO, this means more scholar-
ships and, thus, more freedom in
recruiting. These are things all
coaches at this university would
welcome.
Now if CBS sticks to it's
agreement to televise this game
and doesn't back out for another
game, they have until Sept. 12 to
do so, the University of Maine
and its athletic department may
reap the, benefits a regional
television appearance and re-
spectable performance could
bring.
ATTENTION: Students needed
to cover sports. Anyone interested
in writing please contact Sports
Editors Paul Cook or Bob McPhee
at the Maine Campus or call 581-1268
•
Black Bear football
schedule 1983
Sept. 10 at Harvard (exhibition l 1:30
Sept. 17 at Rhode Island 1:30
Sept. 24 Boston University 1:30
Oct. 1 Towson State 1:30
Oct. 8 at Lafayette 1:30
Oct. 15 at Massachusats 1:30
Oct. 22 Connecticut 1:30
Oct. 29 at Northeastern 1:00
11
Nov. 5 New Hampshire 1:00
Nov. 12 ii-rViinia MilitarTy 2-36d
Nov. 19 Springfield 1:00
The
opper®
A big, toasted. five-inch sesame seed bun
Crisp, iceberg lettuce
Two farm fresh slices of ripe tomato.
Fresh, real onion
Four-crunchy slices of pickle 100% pure beef flame-broiled, not fried.
Zesty catsup and real mayonnaise
Come in and pick up your FREE
Student Discount Card
While Supplies Last!
Burger King/Whopper —Reg U S Pat 8. TM Off C1961 Burger King Corporation
gm mu ims sse ......... NM MB OM SIB INS IME MS MN MI
ArenlYou
I Hungry?'
I MIMI\
BURGER
I
KING
'moor
Buy one WHOPPER®
sandwich, get another
WHOPPER free.
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not good in
conjunction with any other offers.
This offer expires 9/15/83.
Good only at Stillwater Avenue, Orono.
is am Jim es ..... my ........ ans
Stillwater Ave. (Exit 51, 1-95), Orono
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_Football Bears
to appear on TV
by Paul T. Cook
Staff writer
If all goes well, the UMO Black
Bear football team will appear on
a regional telecast from CBS-TV
on Sept. 17, at the University of
Rhode Island. "
The game, which is a rematch
of last season's "longest game in
college history," a six-overtime
58-55 Rhode Island victory is
expected to net the campus
$180.000.
The contest is scheduled to
appear on WABI-TV in Bangor..
and will be broadcast live from
noon to 4 p.m. The game will
begin around 12:30 p.m. and the
Brack Irear players are already
excited.
UMO placekicker Jack Leone
said,"As far as the team goes,
this is the best thing that's_ eyer
happened. The game will get a
lot of attention due to last year's
overtime. We're really
pumped."
CBS had agreed in its contract
with the NCAA to televise two
Yankee Conference schools dur-
ing this season. This game will
fulfill that contract. However, a
snare could arise as CBS has
until Sept. 12, to cancel its
agreement. A strong showing by
Rhode Island in its opener at Ball
State Sunday would have helped
the cause, but Rhode Island was
beaten 42-26.
CBS is expected to pay
$600,000 for the game, one of
four regional telecasts on - Satur-
day, with Rhode Island and
Maine spliiting 60 percent of the
payment. That would give the
two teams $360.000 or $180,000
apiece. The balance would be
divided among the remainder—a
the Yankee Conference teams.
Black Bear captain Dean
Ramsdell sees this game as an
opportunity for the Bears.
Rant'
appearance -is going to ado
incentive for us to get polished
and sharp right from the start of
the season. We'll have all those
people watching and we want to
do well."
Murphy's \
Steakhouse
Bar Harbor Rd.,Brewerk
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C
Russ Muise (left) and Dave Sanzaro (right) must have
big years defensively if the UMO football squad is to
repeat last year's success. (Morris photo)
Women to oversee
athletic budgets
by Bob McPhee
Staff writer
In an effort to control
budgetary expenditures, acting
Athletie Director Stu Haskell has
appointed two athletic depart-
ment staff members to oversee
the budget.
Janet Lucas, assistant athletic
business manager and Lisa
Burger, former acting admin-
strative assistant for women's
athletics began looking at the
budget August 1.
The two are responsible for
preparing the budget, making
travel arrangements for all
athletic teams and individuals,
monitoring and controlling pur-
chases, annual reports and
adttrinistering earned revenues.
. Haskell has requested both'to
—like —a look at the $800,000
budget which began July 1 and
runs until June 30,1984.
"I want them to take a look at
all expenditures and not be
afraid to recommend cost-cutting
measures," Haskell said.
"We (athletic department) do
not need to permit past proce-
dures or philosophies to dictate
our future."
Lucas and Burger view the job
as an excellent opportunity to
consolidate men's and women's
athletics even more, since the
two are combined.
"The two weren't far apart but
there is a gap," Burger said.
Lucas came to UMO in August
1980 after earning a masters
degree in sports administration
from Ohio University.
"I've always been interested
in the financial end of athletics,
so this job is exactly what I
want," Lucas said.
Lucas had been ticket manager
also but, relinquished the jo'b to
Brud _Folger because of the
added- responsibilities.
Burger has been at UMO since
1978 after gaduating from
Indiana State with a masters in
physical education. She coached
the LIMO gymnastics team prior
to its being discontinued last
year.
"Besides being an excellent
opportunity. I consider the job a
personal challenge. "Burger
said. "I'm really looking forward
to it."- —
-
Win two season tickets to umo
home football games, a pair of tickets to
any home football game or three UMO
printer hats. Watch for the Maine Campus
football trivia quiz later this week.
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Rogerson, LaBonte lead Black Bears in
by Bob McPhee
_Staff writer.
The 1983 UMO football team
has completed its two-a-day
practice sessions and the 94 team
members remain enthusiastic
about the upcoming season, as
they attempt to better their 1982
7-4 Yankee Conference record
and a share of the conference
title.
The goal of the coaches and
players this season is to win the
Y.C. outright and with 30
returning lettermen, ten of them
starters, the goal is certainly
reachable.
Third year coach Ron Roger-
son realizes reaching the task
will be difficult, considering the
talent in the Y.C. but he has a
positive attitude when assessing
UMO's chances.
"I'm impressed by the im-
provement the players have
made since last year and I'm
quite pleased with the excellent
shape they reported back to
camp in," Rogerson said.
. The UMO offense, number one
in rushing lit the Y.C.Tñ 1982,
lost four linemen via graduation
but Rogerson is confident the
replacements can do the job.
pound Ultra team Alf-Tk_ tackle
last year, sophmore center Tim
Cahill, a 6-3, 233 pounder and
senior tackle John Hodgkins. 6-3,
250 pounds, should provide a
solid nucleus, Rogerson said.
Senior Hugh Campbell, 5-11,230
pounds, is the right gaurd.
Rogerson said, "We're also
taking 2 look at junior Rob
Crowley, sophmore Paul Buckley
and senior center Paul Hughes.
Junior quarterback Rich La-
bonte,6-2, 203 pounds, returns
"g.
rolg rg
after, having an outstanding
sophomore campaign. Labonte
was named first team All-YC
player of the year and this
summer was named a preseason
All-American by the Sporting
News in Division 1-AA.
In 1982, Labonte completed
112 of 204 passes (54.9 percent- a
UMO record) for 1640 yards and
17 touchdowns.
"Rich is the kind of player that
makes you and I smile,"
Rogetson said. "He knows what
to do in difficult situations and
always makes big plays, he
continued, "He's an excellent
leader."
Senior QB Mike Beauchemin,
6-2,207 pounds, is an excellent
backup. Rogerson feels he can
step in at anytime and do the job.
-Another player who has
caught my eye is the freshman
from Madison, Bob Wilder, (6-2,
215 pounds)," Rogerson said,
"He seems to have a grasp on
what we're running (wing-T) and
looks like he's enjoying him-
self.-
- _At_ fullback -seniors Matt
,Bennett,6-0,222 pounds, and
-Gary Huf nagle, 5-10,185 pounds
are both expected to see plenty of
action.
4 • "Matt is bigger so he's more
of a bruiser while Gary is an
excellent reciever," Rogerson
said, "They are not afraid to hit
and they can knock an opponent
into the cookiestand,"(flat on
their butt), Rogerson said.
Last year's other starter junior
Paul Phelan.5-10,180 pounds,
returns after he gained 619 yards
for 5.0 yards per carry average
with seven touchdowns. He also
was the Black Bears leading
receiver with 25 catches and one
rg rg
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UMO Black Bear football captain Dean Ramsdell will lead his team
Harvard in an exhibition game Saturday (Morris photo)against
TD for 308 yards averaging 14.0
yards a catch.
Senior Mike Garcia,5-8,172
pounds, is coming off a preseason
knee injury but Rogerson feels he
will be ready for the season.
Senior Nick DiPaolo, 5-9,186
pounds, has been hampered by a
shoulder injury but the Danvers.
Mass, native is expected to see
plenty szf action along with
sophmores Chris Boswel1,5-8,170
pounds, and Lance Theobald,5-8,
192 pounds.
A preseason hamstring pull
has sidelined sophmore Todd
Mcaniff.5-10,195 pounds, but
within a week or two Rogerson
rg rg rgrOf rg
feels he cap resume working out.
At tight end, senior Bob
Jowett,6-3,213 pounds, caught
eight pass --7/4.4`,,four
were for touchdowns aneformer
basketball guard Clay Pickering
a 6-4, 210 pound senior should
provide an excellent one-two
punch.
At split end, senior Matt
Walsh continues to impress
Rogerson with his catching
ability. Walsh, 5-11,188 pounds,
was UMO's second leading
receiver in 1982 with 19 catches
for 311 yards and a 16.3 yard
average. Junior Pat Murray, 6-2,
197 pounds backs up Walsh.
rg ORO rg
Orono House of Pizza
Nothing but the best delicious pizza
Flufy Crispy Light
$1.00 off
any large
pizza
expires 9-14-83
- 1
Salads
•=••
500 off
any small
pizza
expires 9-14-83
L._
Pasta
Ri
Tender
rg
$1.00 Delivery
on campus
Pizza
3:00-5:00 Happy Hour
50(Z BEERS every day
Now featuring:
72" Big Screen TV
Right Next To Ames
827-5421
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Sports Calendar
Saturday, Sept. 10 Time
Football at Harvard (exhibition)
Soccer at UMaine Presque Isle
Tourney
Cross Country vs. UConn and BC at
Storrs: Conn.
Men's tennis at Vermont
Sunday, Sept. 11
Soccer at UMPI Tourney
Men's tennis at St. Michael's
Tuesday, Sept. 13
Golf at Husson
Field Hockey hosts New Hampshire
Wednesday, Sept. 14
Golf hosts Thomas College
Friday, Sept. 16
Golf at Bowdoin Invitation& —
1:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
noon
1 p.m.
10 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
,
Experienced waitress/waitors
for nights and weekends.
Apply in person:
Chuck Wagon Restaurant
1165 Union Street
Bangor, Maine
a a.
Saturday, Sept. 17
Football at Rhode Island
Golf at Bowdoin Invitational
Soccer hosts Rhode Island
Cross Country at Bowdoin
Women's tennis at Bowdoin
Field Hockey at Boston College
Women's Volleyball at Bates
Invitational
Sunday, Sept. 18
Field Hockey at Northeastern
Tuesday, Sept. 20
Golf at Rhode Island Invitational
Women's tennis at Colby
Wednesday, Sept. 21
Soccer hosts Southern Maine
Thursday, Sept. 22
Golf hosts Husson College
Women's volleyball hosts UMPI
Friday, SepL23___
Men's tennis at New Hampshire
1:30 p.m.
8 a.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
11 a.m.
10 a.m.
noon
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.
'rpm.
3 p.m.
Athletic Board Planned
by Bob McPhee
Staff writer
In an effort to brine_
added interest to UMO sports,
Brud Folger is organinzing a
Student Athletic Board. The
SAB will be responsible for
creating a positive attitude
among Black Bear fans .by
holding pep rallies, making
picturesque banners, holding
halftime ceremonies that give
fans a chance to participate and
selling raffle tickets.
"I'm looking for student
volunteers and work study
students interested in marketing,
sales and advertisement, "Fol-
ger said.
The idea for a SAB at UMO
originated from a similar board
ALL SPORTS PASSES
Students who have purchased
all sports passes may pick them
up in the Memorial Union
Lobby MONDAY-FRIDAY
a SEPTEMBER 12-16, 9am-6pm
liC2S252SZRRS636322R5532S • .1• •_• a • 1. TrTa a • T T T T. • aT "'Ara • • r 4 .11. iTa • a
SKI
SUGARLOAF
ALL WINTER LONG
$16500 prior to Oct. 1,
$18500 Oct. 1 to Oct. 31.
Athletic Ticket Office Memorial 0 m 8-4:30
created in 1950 at Indiana
University. The current SAB at
IU has a 14 member voting
panel, honors long time service
to the athletic program with
honorary memberships and
sends out newsletters announc-
ing past and upcoming events.
"I am hoping to cover all
phases of UMO sports, " Folger
said.
"That means men and wo-
men's sports."
A group will be appointed to
write up by-laws and others will
think of extra activities to hold.
"At this point. I am planning
to hold something during hockey
games (between periods) and
maybe during the last two home
football games,— Folger said.
Interested students may 'con-
tact Folger in the Memorial
Gymnasium in room 142.
Athletic Promotions  
Maiketing:
Students needed
immediately to work
-TirTJMO Athletic--
Promotions Office.
Some work study
available. Contact Brud
Folger al Memorial Gym
Room 142
The Main,
All Men Interested
In Playing TennisCheck
with Coach BrudFolger
in Memorial Gym. Fall
Season begins today
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^
1982 Local Student Saveathon
Napoli Pizza
154 Park St.
866-5505
It's
POL
Week
The Second UMO Local Student Saveathon
' NapiliTizza of Ororro iiioiteles spohsor;
Friday,
Sept. 9
Saterday,
Sept. 10
Sunday,
Sept. 11
500 off
Any 10" or 14"
pizza with this
coupon
No other coupons please
Good
'til
5-30-84
Tuesday, Sept. 13
Buy one large Sub get the next one 1/2 price
Wednesday, Sept. 14
Small double dough pizza 50C off with coupon
Thursday, Sept. 15
Try one of our Baked Subs and get 50C off
.•* •
OX.k?
• 7-• •
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48A1 t . * • • • •
. • •
4119IP •
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..71a 1.11' IN".*77 100A4011111...
\q?
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16.
E
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$1.00 off
Any 17" or 19"
pizza with this
coupon
No oilier error please
Good
'til
5-30-84
50C off
Any small
double dough
- pizza with this
coupon -
No other composts prim
Good
'til
5-30-84
Now open
7 days a week
1111Lizza
•
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NEWCO
MARKET
Main St. , Orono
866-7710
Agency Liquor Store
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Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
6am-lOpm
6am-lOpm
6am-lOpm
6am-lOpm
6am-11pm
6am-11pm
8am-lOpm
Agency Liquor Store
We have all you need for a great party or cookout
Groceries
Cold Beer
Cold Soda
Sandwiches
me
heese
nacks
ce Cream
old Meats
Ice
roduce
ony's Pizza
ot Coffee
Specials this week include...
Busch Bar Bottle 7.99 case & tx & dep.
Pepsi Cans-6 pack 1.79 & tx & dep.
Cott 1 Liter-Ginger Ale, Club Soda, &
Tonic Water- 2/79 & tx & dep.
Coke, Tab, & Diet Coke 6 pack- 1.69 :1
tX & dep.
Jordan Bacon 1.69
Extra Lg Eggs .99
Native Cukes 6/1.00
Native Tomatoes 550 lb.
Native Corn 1.59 doz.
HumptyDumpty Lg. 1 lb. Bag Chips
1.89
La Bree's Donuts 890
"e•
We sell "Citgo Gas" and motor
oil at low everyday prices; and we
don't charge you more for using
your Credit Card. We accept
Citgo-VISA-and MasterCards
